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INTRODUCTION

‛Uy‛ kwunus ‛i lumnamu - 
it is good to see you

This resource is a collection of
stories and teachings shared
with us by our respected Elders
and Knowledge Keepers. In our
Indigenous communities and
families, storytelling is the way in
which we have always passed
on wellness knowledge and
practices from generation to
generation to keep our families
healthy. These stories hold
knowledge on how to be well
during pregnancy, the
postpartum period, and the
early parenting years. 
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Carver: Jane Marston, Stz'uminus



It is important that we acknowledge who our teachers are and
know where our teachings come from. The stories included in
this resource were generously shared with the Tillicum Lelum
community by four sul'hween or Elders as part of a research
project. The Elders have gifted these stories to Tillicum Lelum
and the families in our community to keep us healthy and well.
These stories and teachings come from Coast Salish, Nuu-
chah-nulth, and Kwakwakaʼwakw worldviews.

KNOWING WHERE OUR
TEACHINGS COME FROM

COAST SALISHNUU-CHAH-NULTH

KWAKWA̱KA̱ʼWAKW 



OUR
ELDERS

Qxi-qwuy-ul-tu-nauut - Elder Marguerit James

Sul'si'mus'tun - Elder Wayne Johnny

Marguerit is Coast Salish from Penelakut Tribe, and lives 
on Snuneymuxw territory. She is a proud mother, 
grandmother, and great-grandmother of 14 great- 
grandchildren. Marguerit provides cultural support, to
families through many programs at Tillicum Lelum. Marguerit
loves being a part of the lives of new mothers and babies,
and does this work to “help the mothers and to provide
teachings and cultural guidance in their lives, so they can
look after their children and babies in a good way.” 

Sul’si’mus’tun is Coast Salish from Snuneymuxw First Nation.
His ancestral roots are connected to Snuneymuxw,
Penelakut, Musqueam, Katzie, and Port Alberni Nations. 
 Together with his wife, he has seven children, twenty-one
grandchildren, and five great-grandchildren. Sul’si’mus’tun
works as an Elder within many programs at Tillicum Lelum,
including facilitating men’s wellness groups, Wellbriety
groups, cultural groups at Nanaimo Correctional Centre,
and with preschool age children at the Aboriginal Headstart
Program. 



OUR
ELDERS

Elder Nora Fred

Elder Norma Ann Webster

Elder Nora is Kwakwakaʼwakw from ‘Namgis First Nation. She
is a mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother and now
lives on Snuneymuxw territory, where she works with families
as an Elder at Tillicum Lelum. Nora supports families through
the Building Better Babies Program, Creating Healthy
Families Program, Walking with Elders Program, and the
Aboriginal Headstart Program. Nora shared that she loves
her time spent sitting with mothers and babies, and
cherishes the lasting connections made with families as she
gets to witness and support children as they learn and grow.

Elder Norma is Nuu-chah-nulth from the Kelthsmaht band,
which is now a part of Ahousaht First Nation. Elder Norma
grew up with her grandparents in Ahousaht on the West
Coast of Vancouver Island, and learned to fish, hunt, gather
and prepare seafood, and harvest cedar for weaving as a
young girl. She has a strong relationship with Tillicum Lelum,
as she was connected to programs upon moving to the
urban community and soon began to do work supporting the
Building Better Babies, Creating Healthy Families, Young
Mothers, and Traditional Family Night programs. 
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OUR FAMILIES WELL?

Carver: Noel Brown, Snuneymuxw

That’s what the 
teachings are today, 
is that we share each 
other’s healing methods, 
right. And that’s the sweat 
and that’s the medicine picking 
and the medicine making, the smudging...
those are all gifts from Mother Earth. The
drum. Grandfather rocks. The rivers. All the
kexmin we pick and everything like that...
they all grow in different areas. They all have
their own place to grow, but at the same
time, if you think about it, they’re all
connected on earth by roots, including us.
When we walk on there, when we walk on
there, we’re connected to the earth too. So
you know, it’s, it’s all shared. Shared culture. 

- Sul’si’mus’tun, Elder Wayne

This project received it's name, Siem
Qulmuhw Mustimuxw Tze Tzu Wut Tu
Mamu'na'tzt, from Qxi-qwuy-ul-tu-nauut,
Elder Marguerit James. This hul’q’umi’num
phrase means "Honoured Indigenous People,
Helping Our Children." The phrase reminds us
of our shared responsibility to care for all of
the children within our community. 

In the hul’q’umi’num
language, when -‘tzt is
added to the end of a

word or phrase, it refers
to collective ownership.
When added to the word

mamu’na (children),
mamu’na’tzt, signifies

collective ownership of,
responsibility for, and

relationship to all of our
children. 

This is an important
reminder that all
children are sacred.
We have a 
responsibility 
to take care 
of one another 
and keep our 
families and
communities 
well.



Pregnancy is a sacred time. It is important
for pregnant mothers to take care of
themselves and to be taken care of while
expecting. When we take good care of
ourselves, we can take care of our families.

TAKING CARE OF OURSELVES SO WE
CAN TAKE CARE OF OUR FAMILIES
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For me, it is important to really take care of
ourselves in a good way because within the
first five seconds that you find out that
you’re pregnant, those are the most
important times of your life, to know that
you’ve conceived the gift of a child. 
- Qxi-qwuy-ul-tu-nauut, Elder Marguerit

Moms have to be diligent and remind
themselves that, like I keep saying, if you
can’t take care of yourself, you can’t take
care of your baby. It may feel selfish, but it’s
not. Consider it self-love. You’re loving
yourself and you’re caring for yourself. When
you love yourself you can return that love to
your child. 
- Elder Norma

Carver: Noel Brown, Snuneymuxw



Traditionally, mothers, aunties and
grandmothers were the birthkeepers and
midwives who took care of us during our
pregnancies and after our babies were born. The
matriarchs in our communities carry the
teachings, medicines, and ceremonies around
pregnancy and birth to support our families during
the birthing process and beyond.

GUIDANCE FROM OUR MATRIARCHS 
FOR A HEALTHY PREGNANCY & BIRTH

PRENATAL WELLNESS

A matriarch is a 
strong woman within 

our family or community
who is recognized as 

a leader and respected 
for her wisdom and role 

in keeping our 
community well.  

I remember the grannies
would give, our mother 
cod liver oil to help with 
her labour. They always 
warmed it up first before
they gave it to somebody.
And there was always
traditional medicine on the
stove. 
– Elder Nora

One thing the Elders said was to keep active,
you keep walking and don’t lay around because
if you lay around too much and sleep all the
time, you’ll have a long, hard labor but if you
keep active and you keep walking, your labor will
be shortened, it will be easier.
- Qxi-qwuy-ul-tu-nauut, Elder Marguerit



PRENATAL WELLNESS

For me, what was really important was the
fish...with all the omega in there and all the
proteins and everything like that. And berries,
blackberries, I ’d go blackberry picking. You
know, and I used to eat salal berries, they’re
like wild blueberries and you could make jam
and jelly out of that, or just eat them the way
they were, they are high in antioxidants. 
– Elder Norma

We had certain foods that we weren’t allowed
to eat and the Elders said to us, okay, you
don’t eat crabs, your baby will be moving
sideways. Don’t eat strawberries, because
strawberry marks will come out on your baby’s
body. Different things were restricted from our
diet…and we weren’t allowed to eat duck
because their legs would be kind of twisted out
like that. All these foods that they told us not
to eat. So that was just looking after ourselves,
protecting ourselves and the baby too. 
- Qxi-qwuy-ul-tu-nauut, Elder Marguerit

And the seaweed, very important. Once a week
maybe, have a traditional supper with your
family, and just try to keep the regimen as
healthy as you can because it really helps a
child. To me it does. It helped me as a child. It
helped me as a mother. It helps me as a
grandmother now. 
– Elder Norma

TRADTIONAL FOODS NOURISH
US DURING PREGNANCY

Food is medicine. Our Elders remind us that the
healthiest foods for us are those that came from
the land. Adding traditional foods into our diet
helps to nourish our physical health, but also our
mental, emotional, and spiritual wellness during
pregnancy.



POSTPARTUM
WELLNESS

OUR EXTENDED FAMILY & COMMUNITY
TAKE CARE OF US

Our extended family members and community
have an important role in supporting us as new
parents - during the postpartum period and
throughout the early parenting years. When we
have a strong circle of support around us, we
are able to take care of ourselves so that we can
take care of our families.
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When you love yourself you can return that
love to your child. You can nurture that
child, you can feed that child and it won’t
be so stressful on your mind. 
- Elder Norma

Grandparents always took over. That’s,
that’s just the way it was in the village.
Grandparents raised their grandchildren.
That’s the only thing the grandparents
knew to do was help them along the way. 
– Elder Nora

They’d come down and pick up my baby
and take my baby for three or four hours…
They come in and help because you can’t
get up, they made us stay in bed for five
or six days so we couldn’t get up and do
housework or anything. 
- Qxi-qwuy-ul-tu-nauut, Elder Marguerit

Carver: George Hunt Jr.,  Kwagu'ł

https://collectionlegacy.uvic.ca/index.php?culture_group_action=info&culture_group_id=265


POSTPARTUM
WELLNESS

CARING FOR THE AFTERBIRTH:
PLACENTA TEACHINGS

Our Elders remind us that the afterbirth or
placenta is a sacred part of our pregnancy
and birthing journey. It is important that we go
to the matriarchs within our own families and
communities to learn the protocols and
ceremonies to properly care for and honour the
placenta. 

It’s such a personal, personal choice.
Especially if they’re doing it traditional
ways and I’l l keep saying this, to go to the
eldest one in their family or the
knowledgeable one in your family and
voice yourself and ask that question. And
don’t give up if they don’t know. I’m sure
they’ll think about it and guide you to
someone else that will in the family unit.
You know that’s very, very personal.
- Elder Norma

In our culture, we have positive enforcement
for our mothers to be. We will get one of the
family members to go there and get the
afterbirth and that person will take the
afterbirth up in the woods and they will dig a
hole and they will pray. They want the baby
to have a good life, so they will put some kind
of positive message for them or intention. So
they might say "we want them to be
successful" or some kind of positive thing for
the baby, so that baby will have a good life.
That is the part of the afterbirth. 
- Qxi-qwuy-ul-tu-nauut, Elder Marguerit



Responding to your baby each time they cry
shows them that they can depend on you for
comfort and connection. Your baby loves to
be close to you and hear your voice! You can
try singing or talking to your baby, rocking or
cuddling them, or safely swaddling your
newborn to provide comfort.

NEWBORN CARE05

We are reminded by our Elders that babies are
our most sacred gift and that it is a blessing
to be able to love them, take care of them, and
watch them grow. As parents, we take care of
our baby's physical, mental, emotional, and
spiritual wellness. One way that we can
support our baby's wholistic wellness is through
attachment. A healthy attachment lets our
baby know that they are safe and loved , and
helps them to learn and grow!

Attachment is the bond between a baby and their
caregivers and continues to grow throughout the early
years of the child’s life. It grows stronger each time you
show your baby love, attention and consistency.

You know when your baby is inside of you, and
they’re comforted by you and they’re bounded
by you, because there’s no room inside? When
they come out, if you wrap them firmly, they will
go to sleep because they’re used to that from
when they were inside of you. They had that
comfort.
- Qxi-qwuy-ul-tu-nauut, Elder Marguerit

TAKING CARE OF OUR BABIES



NEWBORN CARE

Our Elders teach us that the 
umbilical cord or "belly button" 
has an important role in helping
to keep our babies connected
to their family and their culture.
Some families choose to keep it
in a pouch or belly button bag, 
while other families choose to 
bury it in a special place.

BELLY BUTTON TEACHINGS

After your baby is
born, the umbilical
cord is cut. A
stump remains
attached at their
belly button and
then falls off
within 1-3 weeks.

I remember when the child was born, they
would take the belly button and they would just
completely dry it, turn it now and then, as little
as it was. They would have a wood stove and it
would be well looked after making sure nobody
touches it. And the grannie would be the one
taking care of that not the mother. Once it was
dry, the grannie would beckon the mother, it’s
ready now to take home. You know, you look
after it now, it’s your baby’s. And they had
ceremonies because of that. 
- Elder Nora

When the cord comes off, mom told me, "you
put the cord way up high so that when the
child starts walking the child wouldn’t go in
other people’s home and be touching
everything." So that was the reason why we
put the cord way up high, so that we don’t
have touchy kids. Some kids will go in
somebody’s house, and they start running
around and grabbing everything, and that was
the reason why we had that teaching. 
- Qxi-qwuy-ul-tu-nauut, Elder Marguerit



PARENTING 
YOUNG CHILDREN

PARENTING AS A 
COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY

The teachings from our Elders emphasize that we all have a shared
responsibility to care for every child within our community. Each of us
have a role in making sure that our children are healthy, thriving, and loved.  
When we support each other through this collective parenting approach,
we hold up all children and all families to be well. 
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We also learned from our grandparents, we grew up with our
grandparents...back in my day, our grandparents took care of
us while our parents went out and did all the work outside, like
the fishing, hunting and gathering. 
- Elder Norma

The mothers would go there and stop them physically, and they
would say "no, you can’t do this or that." And then the
grandmas would teach the babies too, they guide them and
show them. The whole family as a community and the little ones
go to daycare, so the women in the daycare teach them too.
That’s how we do it in our family - we’re all together.
-Qxi-qwuy-ul-tu-nauut, Elder Marguerit

When we parent our children as a community, we all have a role in
keeping our children safe and providing teachings about expectations.



PARENTING 
YOUNG CHILDREN

TRADITIONAL APPROACHES 
TO PARENTING

Traditional approaches to parenting are rooted in
cultural values and teachings around respect for
children - children are gifts. Our Elders remind us
that it is important to allow children to witness and
participate in our daily activities as a way to pass
on teachings and keep our families connected.

Keep your foundation strong and keep the
circle strong. Include your children in
drumming, singing, cooking, outdoor
activities, berry picking whatever you want
to do, go to the beach, you know, go look
at the starfishes.
- Elder Norma

Sometimes, our actions speak louder than
words. You know we could say all we want
and they won’t listen. But if we do
something in a healthy way and they
watch us, let them feel their feelings and
feel like crying when you’re crying and
screaming, just to calm yourself, try to
find balance somewhere within yourself.
And that child will see you’re not reacting
to their bad behaviour. And when you’re
doing something in a healthy, calm way,
they’ll stop and will come and sit with you
and do beads, whatever you’re doing.
 - Elder Norma

When we carry ourselves in healthy and respectful
ways as parents, our children learn to express
themselves and their emotions in a healthy way.



INTERGENERATIONAL
FAMILY WELLNESS

THE ROLE OF ELDERS & 
KNOWLEDGE KEEPERS
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Our Elders remind us of the importance of our
connection to our “old ones” throughout our lives.
From infancy to adulthood, Elders hold a special
role in providing guidance and sharing
teachings that keep us well. We can look to the
Elders within our families and communities to learn
how to keep ourselves and our children physically,
emotionally, spiritually, and mentally well. 

Start within your own family and then move out
from there. Your Elder or the oldest ones in
your family will guide you...and that’s the way
we’ve done it for generations. 
- Elder Norma

All of my teachings are teachings that are
handed down, you know, from generation to
generation. So everything that I know about
wellness is teachings that were put in place for
us when we were children and were put in
place for our parents when they were children.
And my grandparents when they were children.
And those same teachings come down
generation after generation. 
- Sul’si’mus’tun

Carver: Noel Brown, Snuneymuxw



INTERGENERATIONAL
FAMILY WELLNESS

HEALTHY & RESPECTFUL
RELATIONSHIPS

Carver: Noel Brown, Snuneymuxw

Mutual respect within relationships between parents
has an impact on the wellness of the family as a
whole. Our Elders remind us that as parents, it is
important to model respect for one another in
front of our children. Children’s understanding of
healthy relationships is learned by witnessing the
relationships of those around them.

Be fair. Meet each other halfway, you know,
make it respectful. Have a respectful
relationship in front of your children.
-Elder Norma

[B]oth the parents, the father and the
mother, even if you separate, that you have
a vision to look after that gift called a baby
that you made with each other and to have
respect for each other, even if you’re
separated, you have respect for each other
and don’t give your children any negative
remarks about each other. 
- Qxi-qwuy-ul-tu-nauut, Elder Marguerit

As parents, we are part of our child's circle of
support. Both parents have an important role in
raising a child, and when we treat each other with
respect we honour our children and work together
to provide the best care possible for them.



INTERGENERATIONAL
FAMILY WELLNESS

HONOURING OUR LIFEGIVERS

Carver: Noel Brown, Snuneymuxw

Indigenous women and mothers are sacred.
They are the life givers of our communities, our
matriarchs, the Knowledge Keepers, the name-
givers, the law-makers, our healers, and our spiritual
leaders. Our Elders remind us of our collective
responsibility to respect and uphold all of the
lifegivers within our community - from our youngest
babies who will one day be grandmothers, to our
eldest matriarchs. 

Be honourable and respectful, kind, and
generous, right? Those are the things in the,
and in our, in our culture, the woman, the
females, our grandmothers, are the highest,
the highest of honour. Then our mothers. Then
all of our aunties. And then our older sisters.
Then our younger sisters. All the way down to
the baby. And you know, they’re of honour, all
the females. Females are the highest of
honour. So they’re the high, most highly
respected and you go all the way down and
you try and teach that to some of the young
ones today and they don’t understand it. They
don’t get it because they just haven’t gotten
the teachings. So it’s okay. They go ‘what, I
have to respect her? She’s younger than me.’
And I go ‘yes. It’s your job to look after her. To
make sure no harm comes to her because she
eventually will be a grandmother. 
- Elder Wayne, Sul’si’mus’tun



DIVERSE CULTURES 
& TEACHINGS 

RESPECT FOR ALL OF OUR RELATIONS
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There is a rich diversity of cultures,
teachings, and ceremonies that exists
within urban Indigenous communities. Our
Elders remind us that this is a strength.
Sharing our knowledge and practices with
one another allows us to draw on many
different medicines, teachings, and
ceremonies to stay well. 

They’ve come here and drummed and done
their ceremonies here with us, the tobacco
ceremony with us. And, and that’s just the
most beautiful thing. Because that’s the
same teachings they have as what we
have. And that’s to share. So even the
smudging... that doesn’t come from us. It
comes from back east. But it’s shared, it's a
shared practice for healing and in healing
there’s no wrong way so we can all share
the healing practices. There’s no wrong
way…It’s healing. We’re cleansing ourselves
today. We’re all cleansing together. 
- Sul’si’mus’tun, Elder Wayne

How I tell them is we are Coast Salish and
if we go to your area and whatever
ceremonies and cultural ways you do, we
will follow it. Whatever you do in your area,
we will do it. To have respect for you, so
while you come here to our area and you
can do our cultural ceremonies our way…
We’re not much different in our cultural
ways and our ceremony. 
- Qxi-qwuy-ul-tu-nauut, Elder Marguerit

Carver: Qwaya Sam (Ahousaht First Nation



DIVERSE CULTURES 
& TEACHINGS 

"WE ARE ONE AND WE 
ARE ALL INTERCONNECTED”

Our Elders and Knowledge Keepers teach us
that we are all interconnected - to the land,
to the water, to our four legged and
feathered relatives, and to one another.
These relationships all have a role in
supporting the health and wellness of our
families. This is an important reminder that no
matter where we come from, we have
relations here. We are welcome. We are
connected. 

And in that way we’re all together and no
one’s divided. They’re all welcome, no matter
where they come from, as our Elders call it,
heshook-ish tsawalk, which means we are
one, we are one and we are all
interconnected. 
- Elder Norma

Mother Earth gave us all the gifts that we
come with, you know, to learn about the land,
to learn about the medicine and the teas that
we drink to keep our bodies strong come from
Mother Earth. And Grandmother Moon gifted
us life because that’s where the gravity
comes from. And it was the gravity of that
that pulled us into this world and the gravity
of that is what keeps us all together here on
earth. Together. So if you think about that,
we’re supposed to be together. Been put
together. So you know, there’s no reason why
we shouldn’t be together because we’ve been
placed here together as a human race. 
- Sul’si’mus’tun, Elder Wayne



THE WELLNESS OF OUR CHILDREN 
IS CONNECTED TO THE WELLNESS 
OF OUR COMMUNITY

Children are the heart of our community.
Elders and Knowledge Keepers remind us of
the teaching that each child is a gift, and
that we all have a responsibility and role in
supporting their wellness. When we come
together as a community to support one
another, share our  cultures and ceremonies,
and lift each other up, we are able to take
care of ourselves as parents so that we can,
in turn, take care of our children.

09 CONCLUSION

When our children and families 
are healthy and thriving, 

our whole community thrives. 

Child

Family

Community




